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Targeted Hyperbarics
Since the 1960’s, low-level light therapy (LLLT) has been shown to improve wound healing, in addition to reducing pain,
inflammation and swelling. This noninvasive and painless modality was first introduced utilizing state-of-the-art laser
technology. However, through technological advancements in recent years, light emitting diodes (LEDs) have become
increasingly popular as a less expensive substitution for lasers, while remaining efficacious. LEDs have the capability to
incorporate more wavelengths that work simultaneously, while having the ability to administer the therapy on larger body
surfaces. In recent years, the utilization of LLLT and hyperbaric oxygen therapy (HBOT) in synergistic treatment protocols has
rendered significant therapeutic results in several clinical applications for numerous chronic and acute conditions. LLLT acts
as a vasodilator by mechanism of nitric oxide, which increases blood flow to local tissue. As LLLT dilates, HBOT oxygenates,
which results in accelerated healing and regeneration on an exponential scale. This has provided physicians and patients
the ability to administer Targeted Hyperbarics to specific areas of the body where healing is needed most. Clinical data has
demonstrated the therapeutic effects of LLLT and HBOT for the following:

Exponentially Enhance Wound
Healing with LLLT & HBOT

Accelerate Recovery from SportsRelated Injuries with LLLT & HBOT

Ameliorate Neurological
Conditions with LLLT & HBOT

Reduces Inflammation

Accelerates Concussion Recovery

Increases ATP Production

Promotes Angiogenesis

Reduces Swelling

Reduces Hypoxia

Decreases Risk of Infection

Stimulates the Release
of Nitric Oxide

Attenuates Cerebral Edema

Enhances Skeletal Muscle
Regeneration

Advances Cognitive Functionality

Accelerates Recovery from Soft
Tissue Injuries

Lessens Depression

Enhances Collagen Production
Increases Fibroblast Activation
Decreases Pain
Increases Tissue Oxygenation
Reduces Scarring
Induces Bone Regeneration

Relieves Inflammatory-Related
Joint & Nerve Pain

Increases Localized Circulation
Improves Memory
Increases Antioxidants
Improves Sleep Pattern aggressive

Study
In 2001, a study was published in the Journal of Clinical Laser and Surgery to demonstrate the accelerated healing
properties when LLLT and HBOT are administered synergistically. Four groups of 15 normal Sprague-Dawley rats were
divided into a control (no LED or HBOT), LED (880 nm) only, HBOT only and LED in combination with HBOT groups. Two
parallel, 11-cm incisions were completed 2.5 cm apart on the dorsum of the rats. Subsequently, two punch biopsies created
the wounds and a sheet of silicone was placed between the skin and the underlying muscle to obstruct vascular growth,
which increased the ischemic insult to the wounds. The wounds were traced on days 4, 7, 10 and 14. By day 4, the
vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) level, in addition to the fibroblast growth factor (FGF-2) concentration, was markedly
higher in the HBOT and LED group when compared to the other three groups. By day 14, a 36 percent acceleration in
healing was observed in the LED and HBOT group. This study supports an early invention utilizing these modalities in
combination for wound healing to help ensure optimal and accelerated healing.
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